


Zero-Zero 

Takeoff 


Are very low visibi lity 
takeoffs too risky? 

few months ago, I posted a video on Facebook of a 
takeoff I made in what was pretty much a zero-zero 
visibility and low-IFR-ceiling situation. The post, 

as many do, generated comments and opinions. And a 
few questions. 

The most interesting question it generated was from a 
fellow examiner. He asked, "What are the lowest conditions 
you would take off in?" 

My answer was, it depends. 
A "zero-zero" takeoff is generally considered to occur 

when the pilot is taking offinto low IFR conditions in which 
runway visibility is limited to the length of the runway or less 
and very low ceilings. Things like fog, snow squalls, heavy 
precipitation, or other similar conditions many times cause 
this to happen. When this is the case and a pilot feels the 
need to make a flight "go" in spite of the conditions, they 
must consider what risks they can mitigate and which 
ones they can't. Only when the risks are evaluated can an 
informed go/ no-go decision be made. 

But how does a pilot make that decision? It's not an easy 
call. It's a mix of risk mitigation considerations. But no 
matter what your minimum becomes, it should be one that 
carefully evaluates what the risks and options are, because 
any time you take off and might not be able to return to that 
same airport, the risk is higher. 

First, let's discuss the regulatory side of the question. A 
zero-zero conditions takeoff really only applies to private 
flying. For airlines or charter flying and a few other FAA
certificated operational environments, takeoffminimums 
of some sort or another are typically going to apply. If the 
conditions are lower than those minimums, it's a no go. 
For a truly private operation of an owner/operator, if the 
pilot is comfortable taking off with less-than-prescribed 
visibility minimums for landing, it becomes a personal 
decision and risk evaluation. I know. Some will say this is 
not a great idea, unsafe or overly risky, but that becomes a 
personal evaluation, not a regulatory one. 

So, with that said, let's assume we have the option to 
depart with no prescribed ceiling or visibility minimums. 
Now we get back to the question of "how low or little is too 
low or little ceiling and visibility?" 

Let's add another assumption to this discussion. We 
assume the pilot is IFR qualified in an aircraft that is IFR 
equipped and current. To attempt a very-low visibility takeoff 
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,vithout being IFR rated and current and \\i\ hout your plane 
being IFR ready is foolhardy and in violation of the FARs. 

Many pilots will tell you they would ne\'er take off from 
an airport that they were not able to return to in minimal 
VFR, and there is nothing wrong with that. That may be 
the level of risk they are comfortable taking. But if you are 
going to consider taking off into IFR conditions when the 
takeoff is or near to zero-zero conditions, I encourage you 
to consider at least a few potential questions. 

HOW FAi\ULlAR ARE YOU WITH THE 
AIRCRAFT AlVD HOW IS IT EQUIPPED? 
The better you know the aircraft and the better equipped 
it is, the better you will be able to handle a challenging 
situation. This isn't the type of takeoff you want to be doing 
when you are searching for where switches are on the 
panel. A good autopilot may also be helpful. Some would 
consider it essential. 

HOW FAl\'IILIAR ARE YOU WITH THE AIRPORT? 
It shouldn't be your first time taking off from an airport if 
you are going to be doing a zero-zero takeoff. It may even 
be something you do from one runway at an airport hut 
not another. In our case, that was true. Taking off toward 
the north was slightly uphill, and there is a cell phone 
tower not too terribly far to the right on the climb out. 
Taking off toward the south took us downhill and over a 
long expanse of cornfields over which we climbed. It was 
a conscious decision. 

HOW CURRENT ARE YOUR IFR SKILLS? 
Are you barely current, or are YOLl flying IFR on a regular 
basis? By current, I mean proficient, and not "filing IFR in 
VFR conditions" but actually flying in reallFR conditions 
with strong, current and proficient IFR skills. If there is 
some rLlst on this skill set, it's time to hold yourself to 
higher minimums. 

ARE YOU DOING IT SINGLE
PILOT OR AS A CREW? 
'There is a reason that many commercial operators, and 
almost all airlines, operate as a two- (or more) crew opera
tion. It's safer. If YOll are trying to do this as a single pilot, it 
may be time to say no. But with two proficient pilots, one 
flying and one monitoring for any deviations, it can make 
the operation safer. 

ARE THE LOW-IFR CONDITIONS 
WIDESPREAD, OR ARE THERE NEARBY 
OPTIONS THAT YOU COULD GO TO 
IN THE EVENT OF A PROBLEM? 
Having an "out" as an option can be a good thing to think 
about. Sometimes conditions are very localized, and a 
short flight in the event of any emergencies may offer an 



opportunity to safely manage any troubles. If the condi
tions range over a larger area and these options are not 
available. it should be some negative points toward the 
go-no-go decision. 

WILL YOU BREAK OUT OF THE LOW
rFR CO:\"DITlONS QUICKLY OR ~TEED 
TO CO:\"TINUE INTO THEM? 
Similar in the decision-making process, if the conditions are 
just low to the ground and you will break through quickly, 
the ti me period in which a pilot must maintain the highest 
level I r ellS may be minimal. A shallow ground fog may 
lem'e " pilo t in the clear only a fcw hundred feet above the 

around where they then can again reference a horizon and 
t ind more agreeable flight conditions. Long climbs through 
zero \-isibility can be taxing and lead to a longer risk period 
where a pilot could encounter loss of control. Again, this 
i .1 ti mc to think about the autopilot. 

.lRE THERE OTHER \\IEATHER 
FACTORS IN THE AREA ORJUST THE 
CELU:\"G AND VlSIBILITYYOU WILL 
:\"EED TO CONTEND WITH? 
If he onditions are going to go from bad to worse, be 
p~ loVer an extended period of time or add other risk 
tal: it may be time to say no. Climbing through heavy 



rain, snow, winds causing reduced visibility or other nasty 
conditions ratchets up the risk far beyond a simple lack of 
visibility in some low clouds or log. Extreme weather condi
tions, especially when coupled with poor flight visibility, 
can become killers. Don't let them compound each other 
to the point where they are going to overtax the aircraft or 
crew's abilities to safely complete a flight. 

I once took offin an A36 Bonanza I had just picked up 
for an owner in the Seattle area in order to ferry it home 
for them. The conditions on departure were a 500-foot 
ceiling, approximately, and I would need to climb through 
clouds (where there was a potential for icing) and toward 
the mountains. 

I had a rough idea of where the tops were and wasn't 
familiar with the area airspace. Looking back, I am not sure 
I would do that again. It was too much risk, but I let the 
pressure of the need to deliver the aircraft and the desire to 
get moving en route outweigh the considerations oflack of 
aircraft and airport familiarity. In that instance, multiple 
factors were starting to compound. Had something gone 
wrong in the process, it may have been too many factors 
to handle at once. VVe lived, it worked out well, and we 
learned from it. 

In the case of the picture below, even though we could 
only see about two runway stripes down the runway, we 
had evaluated the other risks. It was an aircraft I fly weekly, 

airport we fly at multiple times a week, and another air
port nine miles away was reporting clear conditions-our 
departure airport was experiencing a localized fog bank 
that had come off of Lake Michigan. We knew we would 
be on top of the douds very quickly, and there were no 
other weather factors ahead en route. So, the main risk to 
mitigate was just the low visibility on departure. 

Had there been other, compounding factors that would 
have given us fewer options in the eyent of any unfore
seen problems, our personal takeoff minimums would 
have been higher, perhaps much higher. What that really 
means is this: The conditions you will depart into may be 
more or less restrictive on any given day for any given set 
ofconditions. 

With that said, more conservative is always safer, and 
the danger of letting yourself pile on multiple risk factors 
is what creeps into the decision-making process when 
the demands to complete the flight become more press
ing. This is probably the biggest risk to honestly evaluate 
and mitigate for most pilots. It can also be the hardest to 
honestly evaluate and mitigate. 

So, what would the minimum weather conditions be 
for you on a low-visibility takeoff? Well, hopefully your 
answer is also "it depends" and that you would think your 
way through all the risks and how you might mitigate 
them if you're conSidering departing in conditions that 
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